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By JOHN RUSSO
In the light of a recent experience
with the ASUNM Student Court, I
am convinced that it is in the most
dire need of radical reform. The
Student Court as it presently stands
has no interpretive power
whatsoever; it cannot interpret the
constitution nor can it define or
clarify the intent or "legal meaning"
of the law. It can merely reiterate
what the constitution already says.
The Associated Students is
supposedly "organized similar to our
federal government" with executive,
legislative and judicial branches. Yet,
unlike our federal government, the
court cannot interpret the intent of
the constitution nor declare parts of
the constitution unconstitutional. In
fact, the court is apparently not even
required to publish their decisions. A
student can take his case to court
and not even get a legal opinion as to
why the court decided the way it
did. This is absurd.
I propose that the Student Court
be either radically reformed or
abolished altogether. In my view, the
court should be granted the right to
define, clarify and interpret the
intent of arbitrary statements in the
constitution. Moreover, the court
should have the right to declare parts
of the constitution unconstitutional.
And lastly, court should be granted
the power to amend the
constitution.
In
aiL candid honesty, it is
probably accurate to state that the
average student knows hardly
anything about the ASUNM
Constitution. When faced with

letters

•

Anti-Student Editorial
To the Editor:
I feel a response to your
anti-student editorial of April 21 is
in order. The Lobo, supposedly a
student publication, has in the past
seen fit to ignore important campus
occurrences, instead trying to be a
small Journal- Tribune and reporting
world and national news for the
most part, rather than campus news.
And just like the Journal - Tribune
dynasty, you take attitudes in your
editorials which are favorable to a
few individuals rather than the
majority. In this case you bend over
backwards to make excuses for an
elections committee which, although
promising great changes would be
made, has done nothing to assure
that all "registered voters," members
of ASUNM, would have the
opportunity to vote. What about the
student body?
You should be aware that I am
under no duty at all to tell these
people how to run their elections at
any time whether it be two years,
two months or two hours prior to
the election. If they drop the ball it's
their problem. Originally, I was going
to challenge the results without any

voting on amendments at the general
elections, we don't really know why
changes are being made. I suggest
that the court amend the
constitution, for it is composed of
students who have studied it and
know what it is about. (The
Elections Commission should
certainly not be in the business of
constitutional reform.) After the
constitution has been amended, then
the amendments should be ratified
by the students in a general
referendum. If the changes have
enraged the sensibilities of the
students, we can easily reject the
amendments. So ultimately,
constitutional reform would remain
in the hands of the students.
As I see it, the ASUNM court
either should have its powers
significantly increased or should be
abolished entirely, for as it presently
stands, it is a singularly useless
excrescence of our student
government.

editorial
Hey Look,
Guys ...
It looks as if the ASUNM spring
elections won't get off the ground
for a: while.
Student Court invalidated a
section of the Elections Code which
states candidates must attend a
mandatory meeting. The students
who missed the meeting are now
supposed to be on the ballot.
Elections Commission Chairman
Debbie Bruns defied the order on the
basis it wasn't fair to the candidates

who did follow the code. ASUNM
President Eric Nelson removed Bruns
as chairman Friday.
The voting machines have already
been programmed without the
additional candidates and there
might not be time to reprogram
them; Bruns plans to contest her
removal; Student Court last semester
did not allow two candidates who
did not attend the mandatory
meeting to appear on the ballot, and
court has now overturned its own
precedent; and ASUNM Attorney
General Lee Horner plans to contest
the election on the grounds that one
day of voting is not adequate.
We suggest that all parties
concerned stop working in opposite
directions, put their heads together
and try to figure out an equitable
solution to everyone's problems.
With luck and cooperation, the
Associated Students might be able to
hold an election.
·
Sue Major, Sarah Laidlaw
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The Watchers

Members of the University of Utah Repertory Dance Theater will
provide a unique showing of contemporary choreography May 1
when they visit UNM's Popejoy Hall for an 8:15p.m. performance.
Tickets are $3.50 to $5.50, with half price for UNM students,
faculty or staff with ID cards.

Platform Stress Response Need
Top Candidates Want Channel for Student Opinion

Summer Placement
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on the
summer camp placement effort,
which was held in the Student Union
Ballroom on Friday, March 26.
Representatives from about six
different camps were seated at
various tables and were discussing
the camps with anyone interested
and taking applications. The
majority of the camps represented
seemed to be Girl Scout camps,
although there was one
representative from a Camp Fire Girl
camp.
The locations of the camps varied
from Cuba, N.M. to Michigan.
Mostly counselor positions were
available, and the type of person
wanted (or preferred) was the
"creative or flexible" one.
The only discrimination I found in
the hiring of applicants was the age
of the person applying for the
position. If you were 19 or older,
great. I just happened to be 18, so I
didn't have much o£ a chance. ·
As a whole, however, I think this
program for a summer job placement

provided a good opportunity and an
equal opportunity to students
looking for summer jobs. The
turn-out of applicants this year
seemed fairly large- students
seemed interested. If this placement
program could become an annual
affair and maybe be developed into a
larger scale operation, it would be
great. Thanks for at least providing
the opportunities.
Carla Sieger

Alarming Statistics
To the Editor:
In a "recent Ann Landers column,
she reported some statistics that
should prove of disgusting interest to
the readers of The Lobo; at, least, I
hope they are interesting and if so,
that every student will write his
senators and his parents asking that
they also write.
According to Landers, more
Americans died of cancer in 1969
than were killed in World War II; of
the 200 million Americans alive
today, 50 million will develop cancer
and approximately 34 million of
these will die of it; and cancer claims
the lives of more children under 15
years of age than any other illness.
These figures are frightening
enough in the nation that put men
on the moon, but they become
hideously shameful when some
additional ·data is considered: In
1969 this great, humanitarian nation
with its screwed-up priorities spent
the following amounts of money for
every man, woman and child:
$125 on the war in Vietnam
$19 on the space program
$19 o~ foreign aid

89 cents on cancer research
In the near future, Senators
Edward Kennedy and Jacob Javits
will introduce Senate bill 34, calling
for the establishment of a National
Cancer Authority that would be an
agency similar to NASA.
Please write your two senators and
urge everyone you know to do the
same- all you have to say is "vote_
for S-34" and sign your name (a
postcard will do).
Gene M. Wright
Asst. Professor, Education

Lobo
Letter

Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to the
editor. All letters must be no longer
than 250 words, typewritten and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be
considered for publication. N omes will
not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and address
of a group member. The letter will
carry that name, plus the .name of the
group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
space and the number of letters
received allows.
The Lobo also ·welcomes Bernas.
Be!Tia~ are u!'lsolicited, signed guest
editorials Which do not necessarily
reflect. !:he editorial policy of The
Lobo, or the policy of ASUNM, GSA
or UNM. Bernas may be any length,
but may be cut due to space
limitations.
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Proposed Constitution
Has Proxy Voting Clause

'All Your Troubles Are Ovel'l'

prior notice. Whether the results are
challenged now depends on the
elections committee. They know my
position. Why is it, though, that The
Lobo insists on taking such an
anti-student stand while defending
such inexcusable inefficiency?
Lee Horner
ASUNM Attorney General
P .S. I'll be surprised as hell if you
print this since I understand you
censor everything that editorially
disagrees with your own viewpoint.

0 •••• ~.-.-

Making ASUNM's government
more responsive to student
opinion shows up in the platform"
of ali ASUNM presidential and
vice presidential candidates.
In separate interviews with The
Lobo all the candidates stressed
the need for more opinion
surveys, councils to advise the
ASUNM Pxecutive, and in one
cast>, changing the representation
base of the S(mate.
Three candidates are running
for ASUNM president this
Wednesday-Ken White, Linda
Callaway and David Loy. There
are four vice presidential
candidates-Sam Johnson, John
Gonzales, Jack O'Guinn and
Leslie Burger.
Change
The suggested change in
student government's electorate
came from Callaway. "I'd like to
see the Senate elected from
departments. This is a way to get
enough · power and pressure to
change things. Departments don't
change as much as student
groups."
While admitting such a
changeover would be well into the
future, Callaway said she would
like to conduct more student
opinion polls and set up opinion
boxes throughout campus.
Loy said he favored
development of an "informal
cabinet" to keep the ASUNM
"executive aware of student
needs."
He predicted one of the "big
problems" next year would be to
get students working in student

government and he suggested an
ASUNM information center
downstairs in the Union to inform
students on what appointments
are available, "what's going on in
student government."
Availability
Johnson said an important part
of his platform was to be availablE!
"to all students" and to hear out
their "grievances and problems
even if I am diametrically opposed
to them."
White and O'Guinn, running as
a team, both mentioned they will
rely heavily on results of opinion
polls to determine administrative
priorities.
"Whether or not I agree with
the opinion of a student, I'm
bound to represent all factions
and allow both sides to be heard
before making a decision," White
said,

Tuesday, April27, 1971

White, like Loy, favors a special
advisory committee from
diff-erent. student factionu of the

University to serve ns advisers to

the ASUNM president.
Gonzales, in his campaign
statement called for "periodical
rap sessions" to keep executives
aware of the "immediate needs of
the students."
Burger said she favored more
student opinion polls and said
Senate "seems oblivious to the
gallery."
Structure
"Senate is too tied up in th'e
bureaucratic structure," she said.
All the candidates stressed the
need for more communication
between senators and most
mentioned informal meetings of
senators, sometimes with outside
groups, to improve
communication within Senate.
"Senate meetings are not
conducted with creative curiosity,
senators come with their minds
made up," said Callaway.
Loy said tension in the Senate
was evident and "always centered
around money."
Johnson, too, said that "lack of
cooperation" between senators
hampered Senate operations. He
cited personal conflicts between
senators that prevented objective
hearing on some bills. "Senators
should go for coffee and get to
know each other.''
The relation of ASUNM to the
community outside the University
was part of several candidates
remarks.
Image
"'!,Vc must establish an image of
the University which is more
representative of the entire
student body. We want to change
the attitude toward the
University. I plan to go out to
businessmen and school groups to
speak," said White.
Gonzales said he wanted to
''de ·emphasizt:l leisure·typ!!
activities" and favors increased
recruitment of students and
programs to keep students in
school.
Gonzales said he was asked to
run by a group of Chicano
students "who have a certain
confidence in what student
government ·can do." He said,
however, he is not officially a
candidate reprt>senting Chicano
students.
"There should be 1nore student
avenues into the community.

Students should be able to work
in the community if they want
to, n he 3U.id.
What projects

should anc:l
shouldn't be funded by ASUNM is
a point of difference between the
candidates. Gonzales said he
favors continued ASUNM funding
of minority studies. Loy does not,
saying the administration should
fund those programs.
White and O'Guinn said
priorities would be determined
through student opinion polls but
said they were "willing to listen to
any organization wishing
funding."
Both said a closer accounting of
student monies was needed and
sug..,~sted a permanent audit to
"illustrate where student funding
is going."
Loy also said there was a "need
to know who is getting the money
and where it is going so there is
not so much duplication of the
use of funds."
Callaway said she opposed the
Child Day Care Center fund cut,
but. voiced little overall
disagreement with the Nelson
administration.

Students will vote whether to
approve a proposed new ASUNM
Constitution in tomorrow's
schedv.Ied general elections.
Changes from the present
constitution include a senatorial
conflict- of· interest clause, a
provision for proxy voting, a
provision for appointments to
Senate vacancies from the
candidates in the previous election
and sections allowing for the
removal or recall of elected
ASUNM officials.
The constitution, drawn up by
former Elections Commission
Chairman Debbie Bruns, was
approved Wednesday by Senate.
The conflict- of· interest
clause states no senator during the
time for which he is elected "shall
vote on issues concerning any
other branch of student
government or an ASUNMfunded organization on which he
serves as a salaried member,"
The clause was added to make
the ASUNM Constitution
conform more closely with state
laws concerning conflict- of·
interest.
The new constitution provides
that a senator may send a proxy
to vote in his place. Although
Senate has used proxy voting in
the past, the present constitution
docs not contain such a provision.
The proposed constitution
would cut the Union Program
Directorate, Programming
Committee, Rally Committee and
National Student Association
from the present list of ASUNM
executive committees. The new
constitution would only define
the duties and membership of
Union Board, Radio Board and

Student

p-ublications
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leaving the membership and duties
of the other 10 executive agencies
to be decided by Senate.
Under the terms of the new

constitution, elected officials
could be removed from office.
Power of impeachment would be
reserved to Senate, and a
two-thirds vote of the Senate
quorum eould suspend an officer
pending Senate's decision. A
two·thirds vote would also be
required to permanently remove
an official.
In addition, the president
would be given the power to
remove his appointees from
executive agencies. However,
appointees could appeal a
dismissal to Senate.
The present constitution
contains no provisions for removal
of officials.
The proposal also would lower
the number of credit hours
required to be eligible to run for
president from 75 to 70.
The new constitution attempts
to clarify language concerning
qualification and election of
ASUNM officials. These sections
in the past have been taken to
Student Court for interpretation.
Endorsement of the "joint
treaty of peace between the
people of the United States,
South Vietnam and North
Vietnam" will be on a special
ballot in the Wednesday ASUNM
elections.
Senate placed the issue on the
ballot at its April 21 meeting.
Since the voting machines had
already been set without the
referendum however, the War
Resistors' League, sponsors of the
treaty's endorsement, will have to
set up ballot boxes and print
paper ballots.
War Resistors will distribute
copies of the treaty before the
eJection~

A film explaining the treaty
will be shown Tuesday afternoon
and all day Wednesday in the
Union Theater.

Court Rules Frasher on Ballot
Diane Frasher is running for
Senate in tomorrow's ASUNM
elections, but her name will
.ppear on flyers inside the voting
booths rather than being
pl ~grammed into the machines.
.l<lections Commission last week
took Frasher's name off the list of
candidates because of a report she
had withdrawn from the race.
Frasher also missed the
mandatory candidate's meeting
Tuesday.
However, Frasher told Student
Court last night in an informal
session she thought she was on the
ballot. Under a Student Court
ruling, the mandatory meeting
was declared unconstitutional and
Frasher said she thought her name

was placed back on the ballot at
that time.
Ann Paterson, Elections
Commission co·ehairman, said it is
too late to program Frasher's
name into the machines, but
Frasher agreed to have her name
appear in the booths on a flyer.
Yesterday, members of
ASUNM presidential candidate
Linda Callaway's staff expressed
"outrage" over the apparent
ripping down of Callaway's
campaign posters.
The staff member of the
Callaway campaign also said that
posters in front of Hokona Hall
disappeared an hour after they
were set up.

Plan Avoids Non-Resident Tuition
Malry Proposes Out-of-Staters Buy $5-$15 Land
State Rep. Lenton Malry
( D· Bern.) suggested Thursday
night there might be a way
non-resident students can avoid
paying the recently raised out of- state tuition at UNM, New
Mexico Technical Institute and
New Mexico State University,
By purchasing part of a ghost
town from the New Mexico Tax
Commission for $5·$15 he said, a
student, after living a year in New
Mexico would become a
landowner, a taxpayer, a voter (if
18 years old) and a resident.
The student could then have his
tuit.ion cut to the in·state price.
Malry made the suggestion
while addressing the Student
Veterans Association.
John Speer, former tax
commission attorney, said he was
not· absolutely sure land
ownership makes residency
automatic, but did not cite any
law which specifically would
prevent such a conferral of
residency.
The New Mllxico Legislature's

25 percent out· of- state tuition
increase, said Malry, is
"ridiculous."
It was designed, he said, to
place the large part of the
financial burden for New Mexico's
higher education on non·resident
students- at UNM, about 17
percent of the student population.
The increase will probably drive
non·tesident students out of New
Mexico, he said.
When that happens, "I hope we
will have enough money in the
reaerve fund so that we won't
have to worry about raising
tuition again," said Malry.
Earlier in the evening, he said
approximately $1.5 million of the
reserve fund has already been
tagged for
proposed
appropriations over and above the
estimated $261.5 million income
for New Mexico next year.
·
To ease the legislature's tax
burden for public education, said
Malry, he would like to see
passage of a local option for
communities to tax themselves

more for specific needs such as
schools, thus helping the

*

~'·

Lenton Malry
legislature fund schools on a
community- by· community
basis.
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Janice Arnold

Dave Bruer

Diana Frasher

(Editor's note: Following are
statements submitted to The Lobo by
ASUNM Senate candidates. Elsewhere
in today's Lobo is a discussion of the
proposed '71·'72 budget and
constitution revision.)

there has been a misuse of funds
combined with innumerable problems
within and without the University.
Many of these problems could be
solved by a responsible s·tudent
government. I believe I can add the
energy that Senate needs to institute
changes that will benefit the entire
University.
Briefly, my platform is:
1. There has been a misuse of funds.
2. Communications have to a great
extent been lost between Senate and
the students causing a substantial
portion of student apathy.
To help solve these broad probelms,
I propose:
1. A re-evaluation of the purpose
and goals of AS UNM Senate.
2. Allocating funds in such a manner
as to benefit the most students or the
University as a whole.
3. Increase communications on a

man-to-man basis if necessary, and
through as many means as possible.
4. Considering the idea of
developing defined constituencies.
S. Evaluate and rectify discrepancies
within the athletic and intramural
programs.
6. Strive to achieve a responsible
administration as well as a responsible
government.

Janice Arnold

I want to be an ASUNM Senator.
I'm sure that my reason for seeking
this position is not unusual: I believe

24"
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36"
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Giant 24" x 36" Black
and White Poster of
your Favorite Picture.
Just send your black
and white or color snapsnot tor Speedy One
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Dave Bruer

My name is Dave Bruer and my
major is anthropology. On several
occasions I have observed the student
senate in session and I am continually
amazed at the gross misuse of student
funds. My image of what I thought the
student Senate should be varied greatly
from what I actually saw. From my
observations it is my impression that
I 0 percent of the students are
obtaining all of the benefits from the
Senate allocations while the other 90
percent receive nothing.
I propose that a set of priorities be
established for allocation of ASUNM
funds. This could be implemented by
polling all the students at registration.
The age old problems of
communication is still with us. I
propose that upon mY election to the
Senate, for those students that are
unable to contact me personally, 1 will
see that a stack of self-addressed,
stamped postcards will be available in
the ASUNM office, at all times so your
suggestions and opinions will be called
to my attention.
I would like to see the popular
entertainment that I have so often
heard peov.le say "used to be here." 1
would hke to have a speakers
committee bringing in the speakers
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Charles Hickam

that are as good as "they used to be." I
also support the library reform
movement.
I am willing to devote the time and
effort to see that a rational approach
to student government is undertaken
to insure that each and every student
gains the benefits he deserves.

interest to talk to me so I will know
what you want. A senator cannot
function responsibly if he doesn't get
feedback from his constituents.

Roger Chavez, Ervin Michael
and Benjamin Prinkey
UNM business and administra lion
students are again competing for
positions on ASUNM Senate. These
candidates consist of: Roger Chavez,
Ervin Michael and Benjamin Prinkey.
This business block is concerned about
UNM and its academic welfare. Our,
the above candidates, platform is as
follows:
-Revive intramural programs - this
item, especially, includes an equal
opportunity for girls to participate
-Campus beautification- grass
around the library and the use of
$1500 for dormitory, which has been
allocated for grass beautification but
has been idle in its application
-Bring back popular
entertainment - new allocation of
money and competent supervision
-Budget proposal and allocationpublished periodically (i.e.) monthly
for students' scrutiny
-Library reform - longer hours and
increase book capacity.
We, as candidates, feel that UNM
students wish to have hard working,
dilijlent ASUNM senators.

Arlene Cinelli
stnrt my cumpaic:n i1tntcmt.'lnt

l will
by stating my

Weell SeN'il:e,

$398

<Jerald Ilerrera

past

cxpcdcnce wJth

student government. As a freshman I
was a Senate assistant. 1 was also
appointed to an art committee. I feel
that I have sufficient background
knowledge as to how student
government works.
I consider Senate as a service
organization. My reason is the fact that
it has within its power the ability to
allocate $260,000 of your money
which must be distributed wisely and
fairly.
There is some controversy now
concerning who should be allotted any
monies. All chartered organizations
have the right to be funded and have
the right to ask to be funded. It is up
to the Senate to objectively allocate
monies to these chartered
organiza lions.
Of main interest to me, is how these
allocated monies are accounted for. I
feel it is the Senate's right to know if
the money they allocated to a given
group was spent on what it originally
requested. Therefore, l suggest a
"Committee on Fiscal Revic,v," for
instance, which would keep track of
how these monies were spent and
report it to the senators.
I would also work to see that the
physically handicapped are given
special consideration.
As a Senatorial candidate, I want to
urge all who have any ideas of special
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As Senate candidate:
J. There should be more equitable
funding by ASUNM. An equal criterion
for allocations for charter
organizations should be established.
Due to lack of consideration by
Senate, the Mirage, Popular
Entertainment committee and
Speakers committee have been sadl)'
neglected. These committees are
genuinely effective and should be
allotted more money.
2. A better student-Senate
relationship must be established if we
are to function effectively as a
University, Steps must be taken now if
we are to exist.
3. The parking situation on campus
is appalling. This problem affects the
majority of students; and Senate must
organize and see that this problem is
rectified immediately.
4. The students and faculty must be
given equal rights and responsibilities,
with neither one subordinate to the
administration.

Clnr..a~Hotl.

Santa Clara Board
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"In the bel,linning UNM created
Student Council. But the multitudes
saw that Student Council could not
meet the responsibilities placed upon
it. So it was made to ruins. And from
these ruins there was made ASUNM. It
came to pass that ASUNM begat the
Chamber of the Senator. Wherefore the
Chamber of th~ Senator was instructed
to dole back a fraction of the coin of
the Realm which the money changers
at the Temple had collected from the
multitudes in the form of goods and
services. And there was to be peace and
prosperity throughout the land."
Student Senate must be a tool of the
student body. There arc a number of
programs instigated and propagated by
the current and or past student Senates
which need to be reassessed as to their
relevancy to ASUNM. Due to shifting
priorities, programs which are highly
beneficial to the student community
are in dire need of more funds.
The intramural and recreational
facilities at UNM will be unable to
operate at the current level next
semester unless there i~ a compromise
between student government and the
admlnistratiOA as to the funding of the
programs. Speakers Committee and
Film Committee need to be revitalized
to sponsor more and better events.
University Governance, a committee

.

0

~

Charles Hickman

STUD¥ SOUN

LL

~

chnirnu.ln of the
Governors, and a

member of the Residence Hall Council.
I will be open to all questions and/or
ideas you might have. Please do not
hesitate to call or come by.
If elected, I will work in cooperation
with the other Senate officials and
dedicate myself to represent the
students of UNM in the best possible
way.
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Diane Frasher

As you are aware, I am a candidate
for the office of senator here at UNM.
I realize the great confidence and
responsibility that will be placed in my
hands when elected.
Experience plays an important part
for the efficient operation of this
important office. In previous years I
have held offices in clubs and other
functions. I am presently the president
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LAST YEAR
I.

(Continued from page 2)
which was to secure the legal rights of
ASUNM, has made no appreciable
headway from its origins of a year ago.
Student Senate was formed to serve
the student body as a whole. I am
running for Senate to help return it to
that major function.

Dolly Juarez

I think that Senate should primarily
be a ~rvi<;e organization. By this I
mean all senators should be at the

Dale Koop
service of the individual students. As a
senator I would be willing to listen to
any student that wishes his views to be
heard.
An open hot line to the Senate
office should be established to
p·romote maximum communication
between elected representatives and
the students of UNM.
l also believe that the funding by
ASUNM should require all
organiza lions requesting funds should
.

'kapy korner

247-4406

'·

Reduction Work-Reduce from any size Up to 14" by 18" down to sy," ;c IT
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization
.,>.om, oversized periodical• and books.

1
.1

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

AI though it's important to
know the facts about diamonds,
you certainly don't have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring , •. because Keepsake
guarantees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clarity or replacement assured. The famous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent registration, trade-in
value and protection against loss
of diamonds from the setting.
COLOR: Fine white diamonds are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth are: blue, yellow,
brown and black.

CLARlTY: Determined by the absence of small impurities, A perfect diamond has no impurities
when examined under ten power
magnification by a trained eye.
CARAT: A diamond's size is
measured in carats. As a diamond
increases in size, its price will
increase even more if the quality
remains constant. Ilut larger diamonds of inferior quality may actually be worth less than smaller,
perfect diamonds.

~12sa..ke®
DIAMOND

RINGS

~
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! HOW TO PLAN YOUR. 'ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING i
! Send new 20 pg. hooklet, "Plannin!l' Your Engagement and Wedding" i
! plus full color folder and 44 pg. Ilnde's Dook gift offer all for only 25¢. i
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100.00
100.00

3,500.00
000.00
3,500.00

100.00
100.00

1,500.00
000.00
1,500.00

1,500.00

10,000.00

000.00

000.00

National & International Affairs Comm,
A. International Center
B. General Activities of Comm.

1,071.00
10,319.00
10,119.00
200.00

848.00
8,700.00

Cultural Program Committee
Speakers Committee

848.00
8,700.00
8,700.00
000.00

25,000.00

28,000.00

28,000.00

16,000.00

14,000.00

14,000.00

000.00

000.00

000.00

2,100.00
000.00
000.00
2,010.00

1,255.00
000.00
000.00
1,255.00

1,255.00

Rally Committee
A. Homecoming
B. Fiesta
c. Chaparrals
General Activities of Comm.

Union Program Directorate
A. Dance Committee
B. Film Committee
c. Crafts
D. Games Area
E. Executive Committee
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Antagonists

39,049.00

Popular Entertainment
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100.00.
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New Student Orientation
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A. Student Faculty Assoc.
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A. Honors Assembly (Blue Key)
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3,000.00
000.00

IV.
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$19,065.00
5,800.00
1,450.00
720.00
4,500.00
4,215.00
630.00
750.00
1,000.00
000.00

Student Radio Board-KUNM
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0,000.00
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My name is Lou Mascarenas. I am a
sophomore history major, and I'm
running for the position of senator in
the ASUNM Senate,
This past semester and last semester
I've heard a lot of complaints and done
a lot of complaining about the affairs
of Senate. This is why I decided to
enter the race this spring election. 1
don't like for people to complain and
not be willing to do anything so I was
complaining and here l am. I have been
Involved in Senate since my freshman
year and have worked with various
senators through different terms.
I have some ideas to remedy some of
the problems. Such as money
allocations: They should set up some
type of priority list. The main purpose
of UNM is education and the effects on
the largest amount of people is of
consequence. This is something to take
into account when distributing money.
There has also been a problem in the
past on how the money's being spent
once allocated, the treasurer or some
delegated person should keep tr:tck of
how money is being spent and if it is
being spent according to terms.
Alienation of students is the most
important factor Senate faces. This has
always been a problem. Once in,
senators tend to go toward their most
favorable side alienting the rest. Maybe
this is a human characteristic in most
people, I don't know. I do know that I
don't represent as a Senate candidate
one group of faction of campus or
would I as senator. I represent 18,000
students whether they be radical or
conservative or in the middle. I don't
go by color. It makes no difference if a
person Is red, black, white, brown, nr
even green. I don't care if they are

(X)

When you want the most
charters available for
Summer 1971, Gaff
212-697-3054
As a student at this
coflege, YOU may be
eligible for our low, low
cost fares. Fffghts from
New York to aff major
European Cities.
Weekly departures.
Flights under the auspices
of World Student
Government Organization.
Send coupon ... call, write
or visit.

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new styles.
He's in the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or
night long distance 800·243-6000.
In Connecticut, call 800-942·0555.

REGISTERED

Jon M. Smith
Lou Mascarenas

Don't
Call Your

.,
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Dale A. Koop

peqasus

You've dreamed about your
diamond engagement ring a thousand times. But now that you
know it's for keeps, it's time to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike, jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to determine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a diamond's size (carat weight), color,
cut and clarity.

CUT: The cut of a diamond-the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter-brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything less than
correct cut reduces beauty, brilliance and value.

Prices in the bookstore are one
thing, but it is insulting to be offered
one-tenth the original purchase price of
a book after only one semester of usc.
I am sure that if ASUNM controlled
the bookstore a solution could be
found to this problem.

I am running for Senate to help
John C. Koogler
solve some of the following problems.
My name is John Koogler. I am a
1. To help increase communications
sophomore student in electrical
between the Senate and the student
engineering. I am interested in
body. This could be accomplished by
continued funding of intramurals
funding a newsletter of ASUNM
under an equitable system of
projects, plans and agenda of upcoming
accounting by Senate. I would also like
Senate meetings.
to see more of ASUNM's money going
2. Appropriations of funds must
for activities such as popular
follow established guidelines, This
entertainment, speakers and cultural
could be accomplished by polling
activities.
ASUNM members at registration, or
A continuance of the University
sending out a questionnaire witll
Governance Committee is also critical.
registration packets.
For the past year nothing of
3. The University will be closed to
consequence has been accomplished by
automobile traffic within two years. l
this committee which was established
feel that if this must be, then we must
to write a document which clearly
have free bussing provided for all
delineates the overlapping powers at
students.
the University. Titis concept was begun
4. Parking meters should be
with the intention of clarifying student
abolished. If they cannot be abolished,
rights and guaranteeing impartial
then the revenue from them and from
hearing procedures for all members of
parking violations should be retained
the University community. (i.e.
by ASUNM.
changing the role of students from
S. Proper management of the UN M
peasants to equal members in this
bookstore to establish lower prices on
country club).
books. lf we cannot manage this
In the past there had been either
bookstore, then we should dispense
intentional or unintentional
with it and establish one we could
discrimination against women's
more effectively control.
athletics. Discrimination under any
6. More effective lobbying of the
guise is inequity and I believe a strong
Board of Educational Finance (DEF)
stand should be taken to abolish such
appropriations so that we might receive
inequities.
more funds. These funds should be
used to provide more faculty (and of
higher quality) so that the size of
cJasst."s would he dccrcoJs~:tJ and the grc:ch: o.r lntll:'pondcl'nt. I knnw 1 t.•au"t
qualitY or our education would rlse.
please uti the people: all the time" hut I
have quite a broad scope of reasoning
Anita Looney
and will do what I think will benefit
the most amount of people. ·
As a senatorial candiaate, [ am
running as a student in the interest of
Dennis Ray
all students that constitute the
The activity of student senators is
University.
varied, but I believe that there are
This past Senate was torn by diverse
three basic tasks that face them.
faction resulting in little compromise
The major task of student
and less accomplishment. My aim is
is allocation of fmtds. To
accomplishment in better making government
a quarter of a million dollars
ASUNM a body for providing student distribute
fairly is a monstrous project. The
facilities. For instance: setting up an
purpose of this work is to provide
outdoors workstudy program in which services,
and means for extending our
financially needy students can plant
educational experiences. This
is coming
grass around dorm and campus areas, education
provide snack bars in the adjoining area classroom. occurs inside and outside the
of the Union, and in other areas of the
In tl1is light a student senator should
campus to reduce Union havoc, to stimul:Jte
student action especially on
provide student access to typewriters committees.
Dy serving as a voting and
Cut out and save this ad:
free of charge, to extend the time limit
non-voting member on various
to two hours on the parkin~ meters, to Committees
the student senator can
improve bookstore conditions, and dedicate himself
to increasing student
raise the standards of our library.
involvement as \Veil as committee
In order to insure the success of my efficiency.
Also, t feel interest in
programs, I plan to institute a code of student government
can be increased
ethics making attendance mandatory,
through student orientation emphasis,
providing for proxy and assuring and
an active effort hy ASIJNM to
quorum.
(Please tum to page 6}

SIMMS BUILDING

High Sp...,d XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit

Dennis J. Ray

present Senate with information about
where the money will be used.
Secondly, all chartered organizations
should receive funds from ASUNM.
In conclusion I would like to say
that if I'm elected I will work hard for
Senate. I will attend all Senate
meetings and will make myself
available for meetings with individual
students.

SENATE RECOMMENDATION

General Governmental
A. Full-time Secretary
B. Half-time Secretary
c. Senate Secretary
D. Office Expenses
E. Educational Grants
F. Expense Accounts
G. Executive Contingency Fund
H. Senate & Election Fund
I. Kiker & Hall Award

National Student Association

100.00

000.00

5,084.00
175.00
2,000.00
1,254.00
260.00
1,395.00

3,142.80
000.00
000.00
3,142.80
000.00
000.00

3,142.80

100.00

000.00

2,560.00
1,500.00
60.00
000.00
250.00
750.00

000.00

9,100.00
000.00
60.00
3,500.00
000.00
000.00

9,100.00

Community Relations
A. Student Lobby
B. Chamber of Commerce Dues
c. Public Relations
D. Truth Squad
E. New Mexico U.-Voters' Org.
($750.00 transferred from 70-71)
F. Consumer Affairs
G. Students for Environmental Action
Business Office
5% of receipts

000.00
000.00

3,740.00
1,800.00

11,000.00

11,000.00

11,000.00

Education
A. Chicano Studies Center
B. Afro-American Studies Center
c. Kiva Club
D. Poetry Series
E. Popejoy Visiting Professorship
F. Andean Scholarships
G. Leadership Scholarship
H. Amistad (Free University)
I. Drop In Center
J. Upward Bound (College Enrichment)
K. Minority Scholarships
L. Day Care Center
M. Black Student Union

25,771.00
2,087.00
3,000.00
944.00
1,500.00
3,000.00
1,990.00
300.00
000.00
2,775.00
1,000.00
3,500.00
5,675.00
000.00

30,460.00

Special Services
A. D.M.I.S. (Draft Counselling)
B. Clinical Law
c. Agora
D. UNM Tutoring
Executive Agencies
A . Advertising
B. Statistics & Research

4,500.00
1,000.00
3,500.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00

OTHER Organizations
A. EtaKappaNu
B. Engineering Joint Council
c. Women's Coordinating Center
D. NROTC-Roach·unner Drill Team
E. Spurs

30,460.00
4,220.00
3,000.00
4.885.00
2,500.00
000.00
2,400.00
000.00
625.00
2,800.00
2,000.00
3,500.00
2,600.00
1,930.00
12,486.50
2,000.00
7,500.00
2,782.50
204.00
4,836.19
600.00
4,286.19

1,365.00
165.00
1,200.00
000.00
000.00
000.00

2,205.24
000.00
1.,385.00
550.00
210.24
60.00

GRAND TOTAL

$212,387.00

12,486.50

4,836.19

2,205.24

$239,873.73

'l'uesday, April27, 1971
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Please Vote

I c AMPU§

(Con ti11ued fr(J/11 page 4)
inrorm the geneml student body about
i\S UN M 's internal activities.
In mldition. I thinl< that throughout
the business and administrative
Absentee Ballots
quagmire the student seriator must
Absentee
ballots for the
remain sensitive to special student
needs. Due to rapid student growth, ASUNM general elections will be
our library has been unable to keep up available Wednesday in the
with educational demands of ASUNM office upstairs in the
undergraduate and graduate students.
With this in mind, dialog between Union.
student government and the library
Students must vote in the
staff should seek ways in which ASUNM office, said Debbie
student government can help alleviate Bruns, elections commission
this problem. Moreover, I am
disappointed that there has been a chairman, Ballots will be available
proposed cut in the allocation of funds through April 27.
to day care in that day care serves a
The ASUNM office is open 8
useful purpose by freeing women for
a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays.
participation like any student.

.

Jon M. Smith

The responsibility of student
government at UNM is to provide
services through allocations from the
ASUNM budget, as well as the
selection of people to execute these
services. The reason why the Senate
has somewhat failed to meet these
responsibilities effectively is threefold:
allocations have been spread too thinly
to be effective in any one area; very
little screening was done on applicants
for committees; and lastly, cooperation
hardly existed among the senators,
For these reasons few students
received benefits from the endeavors of
the Senate.

Seraphin Trio
The Seraphin Trio of the
University will present a concert
in the Fine Arts Center Recital
Hall April 28 at 8:15 p.m.

Climb Up To The Finest

Journalism Headliner

BRIEFS

I

Judy Booth, recipient of a
master of arts degree in art history
at UNivi, has been appointed
curator of the Tamarind Institute.

Pre-registration for
undergraduate seminar program
{USP) courses will be held today
in the Honors Center on a first
come first served basis for the first
10 places in each class.
Registration for the remaining
places in each class will be August
24 at 8:30a.m. Only a student ID
card is needed to register for USP
courses.
Numbers will be distributed at
one p.m. today in the Honors
Center to determine places in line
for the registration which begins
at 4;30 p.m.
Each semester 15 or more
one-hour seminars are offered by
USP. Some of the courses are
initiated by student petition. The
courses are open to all full-time
undergraduates, including
freshmen. The seminars have no
prerequisites, and require no
specific technical background.
Grading is A, credit or no-credit.
A one week seminar at
California Institute of
Technology's Kerckhoff Marine
Laboratory, in Corona del Mar,
Calif. is one of the courses offered

under the USP for the fall
semester of 1971.
"Geobiology of the Seashore,"
an intensive field, laboratory and
lecture course will be conducted
at the Kerckhoff Marine
Laboratory from June 6 through
June 13. A special fee to cover
material, laboratory and personal
expenses is required.

For those interested in science
fiction, a course titled "The
Universe Next Door- Life Styles
in Science Fiction" will be
offered.
"Simulation of Environmental
Problems" will focus on models
proposed for environmental
systems in our major cities.
"One Billion Years in a Week:
A Geologic History of the
Albuquerque Area," "The
Future" (predicting the future),
and "The Sexual Revolution: Fact
or Fiction", are other courses
being offered which focus on
recent writings in sociology,
anthropology, literature, cultural
history and sexology.

This Ticket and a Vote for

John Gonzales for Vice President
Entitles Bearer to One

I

(I) Year of Better

Student GovernmentG<>omr., "'' v. '.

Oom•l•••
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Your Portrait
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John Worcester rates as only
the fifth best pole vaulter in the
WAC this year. His best vault of
16-3 -would have set the WAC
record in 1965. He combines with
Ingemar Nyman and Jim Lincoln
to give UNM three 16·ft.- plus
pole vaulters.

Worcestor

I

Distance runners, weight men
Paul Heglar of UTEP has a best
and pole vaulters have made the of 17-1 to lead the conference
most impact on the WAC track states, while Lobo Ingemar
and field scene this season.
Nyman has gone 16-6, teammate
Already, one conference record Jim Lincoln has cleared the bar at
has been torpedoed. That is in the
16-4, and UTEP freshman Bill
three-mile run, where Dave Curnow climbed 16·4 two weeks
Hindley of Brigham Young legged ago.
a 13:27.8 at the Texas Relays
Other athletes ranking high on
recently to break the previous the all-time list after solid
mark of 13:29.7 by Tarry performances this year include
Harrison of Colorado State in New Mexico's Tom Ericson,
1969.
second in the 880 with a 1:48.8;
Hindley could finish no bP.tter UTEP's Scott English, second by
than third in a dual meet against just one-half inch in the high jump
Texas-El Paso two weeks ago with a 7-2 leap, and BYU's Mike
behind Miner John Bednarski and Louisiana, second in the discus
Cougar freshman Richard Reid. with a 195-1 effort.
Bednarski's time of 13:31.2 at
Texas-El Paso has assumed a
Austin ranks him as the fourth strong favorite's role in the
fastest three-miler in league upcoming conference
history, while Reid's 13:35.7 in championships at Arizona May
the same meet lists him seventh. 14-15. The Miners are undefeated
For the first time in conference in dual meet competition,
history, there are four 60-foot including an unofficial team win
shot putters and three are from in the Texas Relays, a strong
the same school, only the third showing in the Drake Relays and
time in NCAA annals that has an 88-65 victory over Brigham
occurred.
Young, last year's conference
Fred Debenardi's effort puts champion.
him up there as second only to
The Miners lead eight of the 19
Mike Bianco, BYU wei~htman events in conference best
who fired 64·7':4 Jn 1966, while
performances this yeu.r. Arizonl\
teammate Vince Monari ranks State, Brigham Young and UNM
fourth win a 63-ll'h effort. Tied each I ead in three events,
for sixth on the all-time list at Wyoming is tops in two, and
60-feet even are John Birkelbach Colorado State sets the pace in
of UTEP and Anders Arrhenius of the long jump.
BYU.
If the teams score the same way
New Mexico's John Worcester they rank in current best
may be the saddest pole vaulter in performances at the WAC meet,
conference history. His best vault conference results will look like
this year, 16-3, would rank as the this: 1. Texas-El Paso, 161 1/3; 2.
conference record in 1965. But he UNM, 123 1/6; 3. Brigham
rates only fifth in the league this Young, 112 1/6; 4. Arizona, 53
year, and just third on the Lobos 1/2; 5. Arizona State, 45 5/6; 6.
squad behind Ingemar Nyman and Wyoming, 24; 7. Utah, 19 1{2; 8.
Jim Lincoln.
Colorado State. 16 1/2.

'Cats Host WAC Championships
The University of Arizona at
Tucson will be the site of the
Ninth Annual WAC Spring
Championships to be held May 14
and 15.
Featured in the competition
will be track, tennis and golf. The
championships will include WAC
officials, coaches and give athletic
directors an opportunity to hold
their annual meetings in balmy
Tucson.

Her

More Than Any Gift
Yon Can Find

Bx I 0 in Natural Color
ONLY $16.50

Mother's Day Sju:cial

The championships will be
officially initiated Friday, May
14, with preliminary trials being
held 1 beginning in the morning
with golf (Tucson Country Club)
and tennis (Tucson Racquet and
Swim Club). The UNM golf team,
fresh from a second place finish at
the St. Andrews International
Intercollegiate golf tourney in
Scotland, is expected to perform
well in the WAC event.
On Friday afternoon semi-finals
will be held in the tennis single
and golf. Other events scheduled
for Friday afternoon include the
first round in the tennis doubles
and preliminaries in the track and
field events, which will be held at
Arizona Stadium.
Saturday will wrap up the
championships with a full day of
tennis doubles and singles, track
and field and golf scheduled to
determine this year's champions.
An awards banquet for the
winners will be held Saturday
night.

CASA LUNA
2004 ·Central S.E.

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
UNM PHOTO SERVICE
1820 Las Lomas, NE
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Students Protest Tenure Refusal
Students in the Business School
have signed a petition protesting a
decision to deny tenure to John
A. Yeakel, an ruosistant professor
in Business and Administrative
Sciences (B&AS).
Dean R. R. Rehder of B&AS
and Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs,
made the decision April 20, said
Milt Jenkins, president of
Graduate Association of Business
Students.
Jenkins, who has been
organizing the protest, explainPd
that the presidents of four
organizations will meet with
President Heady Tuesday
afternoon to present the petition.
The concerned groups are the
Graduate Student Association;
Delta Sigma Pi, a professional
business fraternity; the
Accounting Association; and the
A.T.M. Business Club, a Spanish
businessmen's organization.
By 4:30 Monday the petition
had 496 names. There are 679
students in B&AS. Jenkins said
that he expects 95-100 percent of
the 142 graduate students in the
department to sign.
Rick Bressan, a business
student, estimated, "about 96
percent of the signatures are
people who have been in his
classes or know him. The others
are students from other colleges
who have heard about Yeakel and
want to sigp because the same
thing is happening in their

colleges."
If Tuesday's meeting with
The petition states that Yeakel Heady does not produce success
was recently denied tenure and Jenkins says the presidents of the
that the signers object to "the concerned crg:1nizn.tions "v·v"iH m~ct
decision and its implications." It with the Board of Regents.
expresses concern for preserving "Failing that, then we will be left
the quality of the school and to our own devices."
deplores the pressure to "publish
or perish." It states that the
Poll Workers
Poll workers are needed to man
signers see a place for research
but consider the quality of the voting areruo during the April
teaching more important for the 28 AS UNM general elections.
Interested students are asked to
well being of the school.
Two or three business students contact the student government
manned a table outside the B&AS office on the second floor of the
Building all Monday afternoon Union, 277-5528.
asking everyone who went by
whether they had signed the
petition.
"It's a many-faceted problem,"
Jenkins said. "We are trying to do
ller lflienerschnitul
this without causing anyone any
Special this week
embarrassment."
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Saturday, May 1-8:15 P.M.
l) PERSONALS
liA VI-: YOU EVER"~s;:-A;-:T::-;IN=t7
h-c-;::S~U;;:B:-,-~i::;-th
1600 People around you and felt totnlfy
nlon<!-1 Come to A~orn, northwmt corner
oi MC3a Vi~ta. 277-3013.
Hl~LP SAVE AMEit:::IC"'A:-l:-J""o..,.in~·"':'th:-e~A-m-e-;-ri
can Vlgilantsl For lniormntion-buy
nnd read The American Vigilante by
Alnric Branden Press, 221 C<>lumbus A\tc,
Booton, Mnss. 02116. S4.D5. o/3
NOT "EXACTLY THE SORT o£ work
~·our mother had in mind !or you ••• sell
the HARD TIMES. Sec Grant at 116 ll
Harvard S.E. or call 26fi-9706. G/3
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by 3 p.m. to run the !ollowing day.
~---~·~--

21

LOST& FOliNO

LOST: i.giCA CAM~jitA April 14th. $26
to return e-v(>rythinJ:, $5 if you return nll
the Jilm. Abcolut<>ly no qU<"llions. 298-

6!.1:16.
LOST~-S-.I:::L-V"-:1'"-:m:-lmAc~:LgT, blue stones
rl'\\-"nrd 277-2G84, 264 Zuni nt>ar Unh-·cr·
sit. 4 28
ItE ~A D : RIMu:ss I'IIOTOGRAY
s:rlrt:~S<'3 po;sible- Joot in virinity of Ca.rlis1c
\Sym. 242-G02G. 4·/27

\V It

3)

SERVICES

SI,\ViNG. r:iEASON Anr.:E. :Mal<e dresses.
J>nnt aull<. nil alterations. 247-844~. 5/3
It!DEHS TO CONN. or pnrt wny, End
somrstcr. Dick 242·1507. 4/28

FOR HE:"'T

4!

WA-NTED: CAil!N-~FO!t SUJ\lMgn: Rent
nerwtiablc. Call 247-1162. 4i27
~--·-------~~~~~-

5)

l<'OR SALE

1UG4 KARMiN~"'a-c-n:-::rA.,--::C::-:'O~N':::vc::E::,.::R::T:::II:::lL:-::E
nnd motor oyclc helmet. Cnll 266-5384
nftcr G: 00 P.M. li/8
MUST

s~:r.L

11170 VW bug r/h '"'· cond.
$1600.0~. 266·2MS. 5/3
NI~W AM•I•'M CAR rnd-"to-~-:-$2:::5:"C.O::o-. Complete comp. stcrro--$76.0()-266-2538. 5/3
~D. GOWN; -~cri g~~d~ondition,- $2o.OG.
Hollywood bed with new mnltrc.,, 535.00.
Cnll before 9 A.M. nnd nfter 4 P.M. 2656306,
TOY POODLES REGISTERgD WHIT!;:.
CHAMPAGN~:. Good pedigree, rcnsonnble. 247-M!!I, 5/3
WATEitBED EXI'ER!ENCE-wholcsnle/
retail, bed• $J-65, 20 m£1 union carbide
vinyl, 20 yeiLr gunrnntcc. Heaters 512-85,
silicone rubber, 400 wntt, 115 v. thcrmoatu.t. Wntcrbcd Expcricnc(!, 22GO Polk.
S.I•', Cnl!i. Cnll (416) 441-5111/411·2744.
"
Distributors wanted. 4/28
1961 PONTIAC S1'ATION WAGON-good
condltion-$350 or trndc for p[cl(·UP
truck, 247-3269 after 5 P.M. 4/27
1065" PORSCHii-350c. $360 under book.
M.ust sell. 2G8•81D4 after 5, or 3511 OJ\
campus. Ask for John. 4/27
COM-I;ii<.:TELINTforr LiG"'I;::iT::--:W:::E::::IGHT
foods for outdoorsmen. Rich-Moor and
Wibon brands. Introtluctor sale: less
I•~oods,

10%. 11,-rcrnont'a !•'inc

w

!'

CaRling You

DOG Coron-

ado Certwr, 6/3
DYNA 70 POWl;:R. AMP with PM-8X pre
nmp. 2 years old-.,xccllcnt condition.
242-4446, 4/30

Every Wed. 11:00 a.m. 9:00 p.m.

People's Peace Treaty

The GSA Budget and Finance
A film depicting the condition
Committee will hold hearings for of the war in Indochina, and an
the 1971-72 budget on April explanation of the People's Peace
27-23. .t~..:ly organization desiring Treaty will be presented at the
to request funds should contact Student Union theater, April 27
the GSA office to make an every hour from 1:30 p.m. to
appointment.
4:30p.m.
Only 5 Days Left
Admission is free. A discussion
Students are reminded that the will follow each showing about
deadline for returning local peace actions.
pre--registration materials is noon,
May 1. If you have not received
Speech Award
your packet, and plan to return
A
20-year·old
UNM speech
next fall, stop by Scholes Hall,
student
has
won
an
award for
room 108 and pick up a packet.
superior achievement at the recent
New Director
national convention of the
Arthur V. Houghton, UNM national forensic honorary
mechanical engineer, has been society.
named director of the Eric H.
David Lanier, participated in
Wang Civil Engineering Research the Congress section of the Delta
Facility.
Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
Houghton, former assistant Convention held at Indiana State
dean of the UNM Graduate University in Terre Haute, Ind.
School and director of the Bureau last week.
of Engineering Research, succeeds
Three other students received
George E. Triandafilidis, who has similar awards as the 45 students
been acting director of the facility participating in the Congress
since Eugene Zwoyer resigned the section of the convention voted to
post last year.
determine the award winners.
Houghton received his
Lanier served as minority whip
doctorate in 1960 from Purdue for the mock Congress and
University. He taught five years at chairman of the Congress Land
Bradley University and five at and Water Pollution Committee.
Purdue before coming to UNM.
He has held numerous consultant IIHIII/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllii!IIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
and research positions with
private business and government
agencies and has had several
publications in his specialty of
heat transfer and thermodynam- llllllllllllllllllllllllllillillllllilllllllllllllllllllilllll!lllllllllllllillllllillillllllllllll!illlll:lllllll~
ics.
Tuesday April 27
Mobilization Committee; Union,
His services at UNM include
theater; 1:30 p.m.
chairman on the engineering
GSA Budget and Finance
Committee;
Union, theater; 3 p.m.
doctoral committee, and
Campus Crusade For Christ; Union,
membership on the University room 250 B·C; 7 p.m.
Lobo Christian Fellowship; Union,
policy, retirement, registration,
231 B-C; 7:30p.m.
academic freedom and tenure room
Las Chicanas; Chicano Studies
committees and representative to Center; 7:30p.m.
IFC; Union room 253; 8 p.m.
the Rocky Mountain Science
District 7 NMMEA Band Program;
Popejoy Hall; All day.
C"Jouncil.

First Com.e, First Served
For Under grad Seminars UTEP Dominates
Track Scene

ick,the nicest

Will

GSA Budget Hearings

New Curator

A teacher of magazine writing
at the UNM journalism
department Lois Duncan, has
been selected as a Headliner for

Courteous service with
a complete line of m.ountaineering gear.

1406 EUBANK BLVD., N.E.

CAMPUS BRIEFS

19 7.1 by Theta Sigma Phi, a
professional women's journalistic
honorary. She will be honored at
the Matrix awards luncheon, May
1, at Four Hills Country Club.
Veteran White House
correspondent for the ABC
television network Bill Gill, will
speak at the luncheon, which is
open to the public. Reservations
may be made by calling Ms. T. E.
Lommasson, 9715 Apache NE or
Ms. Mickey L. Miller, 1201
Richmond NE.

Your Ticket to BETTER Student Government

ilnuutuiu
illhttlrt

Sign a Petition Challenging Yeakel Decision ..
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FORSALE
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1966 MUSTA.::N:-:G:--:G:::T:-::-28:-:9:-.-A:-u-:to-m-at:-:-lc-.-:E:::-x:
ccllcnt condition, 268-8397 niter 6:30
PM. 5/3
1971 CAPRI-all options, good condition.
Cnll 26H-313G daytime. 4/28
J.'IVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with AMFill multiplex tuner and 4-spenkcr system. Hns inputs !or tape and phono.
369.96 or terms. United Freight Sales,
3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/5
I>'ENm:R D U 0 - S 0 N I C ELECTRIC
GUITAR with 24 watt amp., nice ease
$100.00. See at Audio Visual Center behind l\!itehell Hall weekdays. Ask !or
Bill. 4/27
ACK ·SIDERIAN HUSKY PUPPY, !emnlc
6 months, terms amilablc. 842-6730. 4/30
llLUE H:AN BELLS in all sizes. Now nt
LolJO Men's Shop, 2120 Central S.!:___
SUMMER SHIRTS-many colored T-shirta,
!'ll£'e;;e.;('J'l, and

strinl!

knits..

Tickets Ss.so, s.oo, 4·so, 4.oo, 3.50

Free to the Public
Telephone 277-31 21

"When I was
a child,
I thought
as a child;
now that I'm
a man I still
think
as a
child."

$1.60 to

l971 HAMBURGERS. Where? FRONTIER
RESTAURANT across from Popejoy
Hall. The latest in broiled !ood. Cnll 2660660 !or orders to go. 7:30 to 7:30. 5/5
1971 SINGBR SEWINGiiACHINES.
never been used. ( 7 l fully equipped to
zig·zllfr. rnn.ke bultonholm; etc. This is o.
firat time offer and they will go fast at
$4~.% apiece. We have thrended them
lor toUr inspeetion, United Freight
_sale,, 3:120 l'n_n Mn~, ope~~/29
SELECT GROUP 01'' BELL BOTTOMS
and naira -----"'-''nly $5. Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Centrnl S.K 4/23

THREJ.J NI<JW 1971 stereo consoles comt>lete with large delux Gerrard changer
and 4-spcnkcr system. $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 Snn
Mntco, open 9 to 9. 4/5

EMPLOYMENT·-----

ANY BASS GUITAR player interested in
giving
lessons cnll 243-7244. - 4/27
-----

Dennis Hopper

MISCELLANEOUS

LOBO LITTLE LEAGUg lm&oball needs
conches £o1' th~lr Senior Division. Season
lnsts to July 2, Call Gil Sanchez nfter
5: 0 I !'.M,-~f8·~725. 4/28
WANTED TO BUY: Indies 5 or 10 speed
bicycle, 251i-2151. 4/28
IF YOU'RE VACATING n house near
cam,pus anytime .in June or July, please
~· ... "'" n rnll at 266-3354. 4/30
ELTON JOHN CONCERT MAY 15. Tick• .
·' 111.11 JC lot' lii~.OtJ with student I.D.
at SUB ticket booth, 4/30
THE UNM CHILD CARE CO-OP ls taking
r~sumes for a pre-school supervisor. New
Mexico teaching certification nnd early
childhood cxpericn~c is preferred. Cnll
277-2518 for appointment. 4/30

GETIING IT TOGETHER?
Are you aware of the Mental Health
Team, providing counseling with students for o variety of social'persanal
difficulties? At the Student Health
Center, 277-3136

Price

April so. 4:oo P.M.

812.00. Lobo l\lcn's' Shop, 2120 Central

7l
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Lecture-Demonstration Friday,

HI~.

6)

UNM. Students with Act. Cards

oenn1s HOPPeR is THe AmeRicanit. DReameR
His own life, filmed as he lives

A Film By LAWRENCE SCHILLER and L. M. KIT CARSON
Distributed by COrda Productions, Inc. and EYR Programs
Or•gmal Soundtrark oM Med1arts Record5

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
for reservations call 277-5528

April 28-29
doors open 6:30-9:30

SOUTHWESTERN STATES PREMIER

•

•

developed by the National Student
Association (NSA) last fall. NSA sent
a delegation to North Vietnam where
delega'tes conferred with North
Vietnamese women's government
and student groups. A delegation of
14 was blocked from entering South
Vietnam by the Saigon government.
However, one advance delegate in
"James Bond" fashion managed to
enter South Vietnam and was able to
confer with Catholic, Buddhist,
South Vietnamese veterans and
student groups. Having obtained the
views of Vietnamese people, North
and South, NSA produced the
"People's Peace Treaty."
The treaty has become the banner,
the focal point, of the peace
movement this spring. The State
Department has replied to twisting
the meaning and playing semantical
games (N.M. Lobo, April 16). The f
The Lobo's endorsements are
State Department says to emphasize
difficult
to issue. It involves
its disapproval, that the treaty does
accurately
prophesying student
not differ from what the North
Vietnamese have repeatedly stated in needs in the coming year, major
Paris. And maybe so, but then on problems at UNM and then rather
loftily picking and choosing among
what side is that reflection?
the
candidates.
On April 28, the peace treaty will
it seems necessary for the
Albeit,
be voted on by the UNM student
body. The war goes on and on, and paper to commit itself, so students
the government won't stop the war; know where it stands and can judge
it accordingly.
maybe the people can.
Based on interviews conducted
Vote Wednesday for the People's with candidates for the two top
Peace Treaty.
positions, their campaign statements
Bob Bady for and previous knowledge of the
Wax Resisters League candidates, The Lobo offers the

editorial

letters

Lobo

Endorses

'Violaciones'
To the Editor:
Me gustaron mucho sus comentos
titulados 'Violaciones de
Tradiciones' que trataban con las
invasiones por la policia de la prensa
libre. (Edtl. 15 abril1971). Yo estoy
de acuerdo con Vd.: el derecho de
cada ciudadano de expresarse no se
deberia ser quitado por nadie, pero s(
lo es. Hoy parece que comienzan los
que van a oprimir a su grupo de
gente. Nosotros podemos sentirlo
mucho por Vds.-que ya se les va
llegando las mismas opresiones que
nosotros hemos conocido por
muchos anos. Miren que el pueblo
Chicano s( ha experimentado estar
sin poder expresarse y este prvilegio
no lo hemos conocido muy bien.
Nosotros nunca hemos usado una
prensa libre. Todas han estado
dominadas por negocios grandes o
por el radio "free" americas, los
cuales se dedican no a servir a!
puebio, sino a serlo receptor de su
propaganda.
El 7 de abril tuvimos una junta
con la "Student Pub. Board" y noten
que para nosotros no bubo prensa
libre. Nadie hizo reporte de esas
noticias. Nada se mensibno que le
pedimos pagina del peri6dico para
poder expresarnos en espanol. No
sera que tambien Vd. tendril' sus
intrucciones del silletero? Porque
estan encontra de los Chicanos?
Porque quieren Vds. que nosotros no
nos exprecemos? QuEl no piensan que
si V ds. nos qui tan el privilegio de
hacer noticias hoy, no se les negara
tambien a Vds. en los dias que sigen?
Y si es verdad que Vds. siempre
reportan en un modo sin sensurar,
?porque no han escrito ni un pelo de
nuestra historita? Hoy en dia no hay
donde pueda el Chicano expresarse,
ojahi'que a Vds. no les pase asf. Si la
prensa libre es la sena major de la
libertad, donde estaremos nosotros
los Mexicanos. Si el Lobo sigue
sirviendo nomas su pandilla pequena
y no desea servir a todos los alumnos
Los Chicanos no deben de pagar
tampoco. Yo sere el primero que
pedire mi reembolso. No sera' que la
prensa qui niega hoy, sera negada
manana?
Cipriano Griego
Devious Tactics
To the Editor:
The dismissal of Carl Jackson as
student activities director is clearly
another example of backdoor,
devious tactics by this University's
administration. We are in full
support of Black Student Union's
demands for the publicity of the
entire case and grounds for Jackson's
dismissal and are in support of his
immediate reinstatement. We will
support all action to see that Carl
Jackson is granted justice L>1 this
case.
Juan Abeyta for United
Mexican-American Students (UMAS)
Margaret Garcia for
Las Chicanas

Peace 'freaty
To the Editor:
The "People's Peace Treaty" is the
attempt of the peace movement to
state specifically what is a just end to
the war. This document is being
presented to the American people
and the American government.
The People's Peace Treaty was

Loy, O'Guinn

following endorsements:
Dav'id Loy, president; Jack
O'Guinn, vice president.
Loy's primary qualification is his
experience. As chairman of Senate
Finance Committee, he has
weathered the funding disputes and
arguments on alternative theories of
what a student government should
be. He is developing a talent as a
mediator, an extremely useful talent
for ASUNM executives.
0 'Guinn has served well as a
senator, he has done his
"homework" on bills and
participated in committee work. He
is open to all opinions. His
hardheaded attitude toward auditing
of student fund~ and accountability
of senators sounds good.
,.
Student govemment has had
organizational difficulties this year.
Several important committees have
not functioned, more have been held
up in their work because they have
lacked members.
.
The Senate has suffered from a
serious lack of communication and a
lack of discussion on upcoming
legislation between Wednesday
meetings.
Ethnic and special interest lines
have been clearly drawn. It is now up
to some. practical people to attempt
~o eqmtably balance the special
mterests. Those practical people are
Loy and O'Guinn.
Casey Church
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Only4500 Students Return Course Requests

Apathy May Kill Pre-Registration

'Now All That Nonsense Is Over You Can Collect This Piece Of Trash, Too!'

,,

Nizhoni Dances

If The
Shoe Fits
By BARBARA MORGAN
The shoe really fits this time and
it's tight -too tight for comfort.
After having completed four years
of classes, relevant and inance, I was
classified by my college as a senior.
Seniors usually graduate but this one
won't at least not until August.
This predicament is a hidden fear
harbored by many students entering
the University after they confront
the ominous bulletin that lists in a
chaotic jumble, the requirements for
being a bonafide degree holder, i.e.
intellectual.
In January of this year I received
through the mail one of UNM's cute
notices that appear in the mailboxes
of us all at periodic intervals.
This notice was different than
th,!:! others. It didn't give me my
grades, usually incorrect, or bill me
for a nurisng course I never took. It
actually said that I might graduate.
At least I thought it did.

Since much of the information the that official declaration ot
University has sent me has been intelligence -a degree.
.
wrong I should have suspected.
Meanwhile back at the college, the
Besides that, the UNM bulletin says sweet old lady kept telling me not to
in stark black and white that each get upset. Me? Upset? Why should I
student is completely responsible for get upset? It will only cost me three
completing the requirements for a · months more out of my life and
degree.
$105 I haven't got.
Well what can one think when a
The moral remains, and I give it to
notice arrives that states "Upon my fellow students out of sympathy
completion of present program, will and pity.
lack 0." The little paper also listed
If you are planning to graduate,
"completion date, June 71'."
call your college and find out for
Tqe family was thrilled. Imagine ?ure. Don't believe seemingly
that, "She made it." The bubble mnocent documents that come in
soon burst. When calling for the mail. Find out for yourself.
commencement instructions, I was
Taking this advice can be
told by a sweet voice that I wasn't dangerous, however. A friend of
on the list of graduating seniors.
mine did call her college and she like
The hysteria of the desperate was me isn't getting out of this pla~e in
upon me. Rushing to the college June. Finding out now may be better
with my transcript in hand I was
than later so check up on your status
greeted cheerfully by a sweet old or you may find yourself in the same
dame who patiently showed me that, boat I'm in, and it's sinking - fast.
sure enough, some hieroglyphic
marking . on the bottom of the
aforementioned notice indicated I
have five credit hours to complete.
These hours could be in
underwater basketweaving, or the
effects of gothic architecture on the
Papago Indians; i~ doesn't matter. As
long as my body occupies a seat in
two classes this summer, I will earn

Rhythmic rattle of gourds
marks rehearsal for these members
of the Nizhoni dancers, who will
perform during the 16th annual
scholarship drive for the Kiva
Club at 7:30 p.m. May 1 in
Johnson Gym. The dancers are (1.
to r.) Bernie Chato, Laura Tohi
and Carri Washburn. See related
story page 4.

By EVERETT ROBINSON
- .. _students, jm1iors, sophomores-~nd
U N M ' s s c h e m e f or freshmen. Order within each
pre-registration may meet an early group is determined by the time
death unless more students return the course request card is
their course request cards before returned.
noon, May 1.
But like someone once said
AJ3. of 3 p.m. yesterday, only "The best laid plans of mice and
4250 students had returned their men often go astray." And like
cards. With the deadline only four this proverb, student apathy may
days away, the registrar's office just eliminate the many long
had expected 10,00 to 12,000 hours consumed compiling the
packets back. In desperation, pre-reg system.
plans are being made to abandon
The outcropping of that work
pre-registration (pre·reg) and is a simple · to - fill- out
resort to mass enrollment in computer card which eliminates
Johnson Gym.
the long lines of the Johnson Gym
Assistant Registrar Robert shuffle. In fact, many students
We a v e r I as t week to I d have expressed doubts that such
administrators "No objectives of an easy system could replace the
the new system can be realized if hassles of mass enrollment.
only a meager percentage of
But administrators are puzzled.
currently enrolled students reply. Why haven't students returned
A frustrating mass registration at their course requests? Several
Johnson Gym will again be the deans expressed the old axiom
result."
"undergraduates always postpone
The whole idea of pre-reg is to assignments until the last
determine student demand for a minute."
course early enough to make
lise Gay, an assistant dean of
practical adjustments in class education, said students will not
offerings to fit the demand. be notified of acceptance into
Priority for enrollment would be COE until after the May 1 pre-reg
given to seniors, then grad deadline. She suggests students

__ ,
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-·-·

who have taken the screening test,
sign up for classes in areas other
than education. Since these classes
generally have small enrollments,
the students "should sign up for
these, at least guaranteeing some
classes. If they passed screening,
there will be plenty of room in
upper division classes to add in
after classes begin."
D.C. McRae, assistant dean of
~the College of Fine Arts, warned
his students to get their course
requests in. Under the priority
system, a non·fine arts student
could bump an art student from a
class.
He said "Here's an ideal·
opportunity for students to avoid
the mess of mas~ registration." He
has requested his faculty to urge
students to cooperate with the
new system and get their cards in
before the deadline.
Deans Robert Rehder, Business
and Administrative Sciences, and
Richard Dove, College of
Engineering, have also sent memos
to their faculty reminding
students of the approaching
deadlines.
(Tomorrow: What happens now?)

Today's Vote Will Elect Poll to Confirm W a.ge Inequities
A1nong UNM's Non-A-cademic Women Employes
President Ten Senators
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ASUNM students today will
choose between presidential
candidates Linda Callaway, David
Loy and Ken White in the
ASUNM general elections.
Leslie Burger, John Gonzales,
Sam Johnson and Jack O'Guinn
are contenders in the vice
presidential race.
The 18 Senate candidates
running for 10 Senate vacancies
are: Janice Arnold, Dave Bruer,
Roger Chavez, Arlene Cinelli,
Diane Frasher, Gerald Herrera,
Charles Hickham, Dolly Juarez,
John Koogler, Tore Knos, Dale
Koop, Victoria Looney, Louis
Mascarenas, Ervin Michael,
Stanley Mosley, Benjamin
Prinkley, Denl1is Ray and J 011
Smith.
In addition, students will vote
whether to approve a proposed
new ASUNM Constitutiol1 and
11ext year's ASUNM budget.
Students also will be asked to
vote on a referendum issue which
will gauge student response to a
proposed "joint treaty of peace
between the people of the United
States, North Vietnam and South
Vietnam."
election will be the gnrage of
President Ferrel Heady's house,
the Union, Hokona lobby or the
engineering complex from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. today.
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The garage will contain four
voting machines; the Union 10
machines; Hokona three machines
and the engineE'ring complex two
machines. Students must present
UNM ID's to vote.
Students will vote today on
approval of a proposed
$239,873.73 ASUNM budget for
next year.
The budget, approved last week
by Senate, is an increase of
$27,000 over this year's budget.
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
had recommended $239,220 in
funding for next year, but
although Senate's total was close
to Nelson's, Senate recommended
funding in different areas. Campus
organizations originally requested
funding totalling more than
$347,000.

King at UNM
Gov. Bruce King will be
on campus today for a
meeting with faculty
members, following up on
previous meetings in Santa
Fe.
Tony Anaya,
administrative aide to the
governor, said the UNM
Board of Regents had also
been invited to attend.

The University's non-academic
women employes are being polled
this week to confirm or
disapprove "suspicions of wage
and benefit inequities," said
Renee Grundy, anthropology
department secretary.
Grundy, one of the organizers
of an eight-women ad hoc
committee of UNM employes,
said the group was brought
together by the Women's
Coordinating Center.
They decided to send the
questionnaire to the University's
non-academic women employes
because "among the eight women
on the committee we found that
all of us had problems with one or
more of the areas included on the
questionnaire."
Some categories on the
questionnaire ask if employes feel
that their salaries are
commensurate with the duties and
responsibilities of the job, if
grievr.nces with the UNM
personnel department have been
solved satisfactorily, if
departments would hire and grant
leaves of absence to pregnant
women and if staff workshops to
he I p employes improve
communication with other
workers are worthwhile?
The committee has sent about
60 0 of the forms to women
working all over campus. "We got

the names from th· University
telephone book because employes
names were not available. The
personnel office had salaries listed
with names and said this was not
public information," added
Grundy.
The committee plans a meeting
April 29, with Lawrence Yehle,
UNM personnel director, to
discuss statistical results of the
questionnaire and respondents'
comments.
Asking women who received
the questionnaire to return them
before Thursday, Grundy said
"we have had a good response to
the project," and hope to have
"facts" to present at the Thursday
meeting with Yehle.
If the results of the
questionnaire are good enough,
Grundy said the committee hopes
to form an association of women
in non-academic University jobs.
Since Grundy said she felt there
was already evidence of women's
salary and fringe benefit
inequities, the association would
also try to set up better channels
for reviewing grievances.
Although Grundy didn't know
the exact number of returned
questionnaires, she termed the
response "good." However, she
said, "some of the forms were
sent to maids and cooks in care of
t.he supervisors. Since we haven't

gotten any response from these
women I wonder if they ever
received them."
The women on the ad hoc
committee sponsoring the
questionnaire are workers for the
English, sociology, and
anthropology departments, the
School of Medicine and the UNM
library.

Jackson Will Confer
With Ferrel Heady
In Reinstatement Bid
In Director of Student
Activities Carl Jackson's bid for
reinstatement, he will meet today
(Wednesday) with President Ferrel
Heady, Harold Lavender, vice
president of student affairs, and
Lawrence Yehle, director of
personnel, to determine "whether
I'll make a formal appeal,"
Jackson said.
Heady said,. "I am talking with
him (Jackson) and Dr. Lavender
011 an informal basis. Until that's
done, no one knows what is going
to happen,"
Jackson had no further
comments on the outcome of his
reinstatement bid.
Jackson was notified recently
that his contract has not been
renewed. He has until July 1 to
make a formal appeal.

